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UNEP FI in
numbers

CHANGING FINANCE – FINANCING
CHANGE
WORKING WITH THE FINANCIAL SECTOR TO SUPPORT
THE GLOBAL AGENDA FOR SUSTAINABILITY

PARIS AGREEMENT
Limit temperature increase to
1.5-2˚C above pre-industrial
levels.

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS
17 goals for Sustainable
Development by 2030.
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SUSTAINABLE FINANCE
LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNITY
Leadership:
• Collaborative projects to
develop and pilot new tools
and approaches
• Cutting-edge research
• Policy engagement
• Leadership initiatives:

Community:
• Hands-on guidance
e.g. on sustainable
banking
• Trainings, e.g. on on
environmental and
social risk
management
• Case studies and best
practices
• Peer exchange
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DELIVERING VALUE TO OUR MEMBERS
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GUIDE TO BANKING & SUSTAINABILITY
Objective: help practitioners across departments integrate
environmental and social issues into operations
9 chapters providing guidance for relevant departments:
leadership * sustainability * risk * legal * corporate banking * retail
banking * communications * human resources * general services

Each chapter contains:
• The business case - why is
sustainability relevant for your
department?
• Guidance - how to go about it
• Case studies of current practice of
UNEP FI banks

ALIGNING FINANCIAL PORTFOLIOS TO
A TWO DEGREE PATH
Financial Stability Board: Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosure
• Strong Political Signaling
• Recommendations strongly focus on forward-looking
assessment of climate risks and opportunities
 Not just about climate resilience. Financial institutions will
better understand where and how to adapt their strategies and
portfolios to benefit from financing the future we want
Pilot Project:
• Group of 10-15 first-mover banks
• Jointly work towards implementing the TCFD recommendations
and develop the scenarios, models, indicators, and
methodologies needed
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Objective: Enhance a bank’s economic stress test with environmental
scenarios and thereby produce the worldwide first tool for
environmental stress testing

Approach: Benefit from the expertise of the (re-)insurance industry
with regards to catastrophe modelling and adapt their approach to
banks’ default risk modelling
Outputs:
• 5 drought scenarios per focus country (USA, Mexico, Brazil, China)
of different length, severity and geographic distribution
• Model that links drought hazard (water shortage) to drivers of credit
quality and thereby informs banks’ stress testing models (19
industries covered)

RESULTS HIGHLIGHTS
•

Systemic nature of drought events:
•

•

Indirect impacts considerable yet rarely taken into account
•
•

•

US, Mexico and Brazil: respectively between 70% and 100% of
companies, 90% and 100% and up to 90% experienced downgrades
due to direct and indirect drought impacts.

75% of Brazil’s electricity supply comes from hydropower, resulting in
considerable knock-on effects of drought to power intensive industries.
Increase in expected losses for Texan energy product companies
driven by reduced demand from East and West coast due to drought
impacts.

Geographic concentration matters more than exposure by sector
•
•
•

Brazil: Expected losses grow by 900% under scenario concentrated in
Sao Paulo, Minas Gerais and Rio.
Mexico: Expected losses increase up to 700% in scenario that affects
the important industrial regions of Ciudad de México and México state.
China: smaller companies more affected as less geographically
diversified.

THANK YOU
Contact:
Simone Dettling
Lead, UNEP FI Banking Programme
simone.dettling@unep.org
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